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Digital two-way radio communication system that delivers twice the
calling capacity of analogue systems, as well as integrated data
communications
Enhanced voice communications and longer battery life
Single-site trunking solution that enables up to 1200 MOTOTRBO
radio users
Intelligent software solution enables you to maximise the full capacity

of your MOTOTRBO system
Quickly transmit business critical information all while eliminating the
need to purchase additional infrastructure
Motorola is the gold standard for quality and reliability in two way
radio

Dustproof, water resistant and subject to accelerated life testing to

military standards, in common with all Motorola radios
Enabling you to link up to 12 voice paths

24 additional dedicated data paths and depending on your needs
Accommodates as many as 1200 users

GPS module to use for tracking people outside your facility, vehicles or

other remote assets operating in your coverage area
Integrates both voice and data applications such as GPS-enabled

location services, telemetry and much more, on the same system

Delivers 5 times the capacity of an analogue conventional
system and up to 3 times the capacity of an analogue trunking
system

 Delivers 2 times the capacity of a MOTOTRBO digital
conventional system
Integrates both voice and data applications such as GPSenabled location services, text messaging, telemetry and much
more, on the same system
Offers system-wide calling capability to communicate with all
personnel at once
Supports the MOTOTRBO Repeater Diagnostic and Control

(RDAC) utility to help ensure the continuous performance of
your system

Enhanced voice communications over a greater range
Static and background noise rejection
 Offers up to 40% longer battery life compared to
analogue and other FDMA radios
Privacy without loss of quality
Meets demanding specifications IP57 for submersibility
in water; U.S. Military and
Motorola standards for durability and reliability
Fully backed by a two-year standard warranty

1)Tri-color LED indicator for clear, visible feedback of calling,
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2)Emergency button to alert supervisor or dispatcher in an
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emergency situation. With DP 3401, location coordinates can
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scanning and monitoring.
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be sent to dispatcher using GPS.
3) New accessory connector meets IP57 submersibility
specifications and incorporates RF, USB and enhanced audio
capability.

Non-display Portable Radio Standard Package
Non-display Portable Radio
Antenna - Standard whip included with DP 3400; GPS Monopole included with
DP 3401
NiMH 1300 mAh Battery
IMPRES™ Single Unit Charger
2.5” Belt Clip
Quick Reference Guide

4) DP 3401 includes integrated GPS module.
5)Radio housing meets IP57 specifications; submersible in 1

metre of water up to 30 minutes.
6)Powerful, front projecting speaker.

7) Three side programmable buttons for easy access to

favourite features. New features such as one-touch calling
and quick text messaging are made even easier through
programmable button access.
8)Large, textured push-to-talk button. Provides good tactile
response and easy access, even when wearing gloves.
9)32 channels.

